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Controller-less Wi-Fi: Less Hardware, More Value



Wireless 2.0



The enterprise Wi-Fi market is undergoing tremendous growth. Predictions PRODUCTIVITY suggest that the market will double in the next MOBILITY three years.



WIRELESS 2.0 • • • • • • •



Client Explosion Mobile Applications 10x Bandwidth (802.11n) Dual Mode Voice Location Services Ubiquitous Coverage Ethernet Replacement



The way that Wi-Fi is being used and the requirements on an enterprise Wi-Fi network are also going through a fundamental and generational change, so much so that we are calling it Wireless 2.0. It’s not a new term, but it is a relevant one.



APPLICATIONS



Today, there is an explosion of Wi-Fi enabled devices, a potential 10x client performance increase with the 802.11n standard and the migration of Wi-Fi from convenience to mission-critical Ethernet replacement networks. This is driving the enterprise to demand a new type of wireless LAN infrastructure. Enterprise’s want a secure multi-service infrastructure capable of supporting different application



USERS



(voice, video, data), user and client types as though they each had their own networks. A ubiquitously accessible, low-cost, mobile network with wire-like



YESTERDAY’S WLAN



resilience and determinism, that is easy to use and deploy, is expected. In other words, enterprises want



• Convenience Wi-Fi • Guest Access • Nomadic Users



the mobility and productivity of Wi-Fi with the scale, performance, resilience, and ubiquity of the Internet.



Enterprise Solutions



Enterprises shouldn't have to 'make-do-andmend' with their wireless infrastructures; neither should they have to invest over the 'odds on' systems just to make them deliver what they need. Seamless mobility, straightforward management, cost-effective deployment, and low-cost upgrades are critical attributes for wireless networks that organizations can depend upon. To address the challenges of a Wireless 2.0 world and provide enterprises with exactly what they need, Aerohive developed a controller-less wireless LAN architecture called Cooperative Control. Our WLAN solution provides all the performance, availability, management, mobility, and security needed in a large campus deployment, and, with the elimination of control-



lers in the architecture, is cost effective even in small branch office and warehouse deployments. This unique controller-less architecture also enables secure, scalable, high-performance and mission-critical wireless networking in a manageable and cost effective way to industries like education, healthcare, state and local government, manufacturing, distribution, and retail. Leveraging its controller-less approach, Aerohive has further simplified enterprise Wi-Fi with a cloud-based SaaS management solution called HiveManager Online. HiveManager Online dramatically lowers the cost and deployment complexity of managing enterprise Wi-Fi.



CENTRALIZED WLAN MANAGEMENT Software and Policy Configuration, RF Planning, SLA Compliance, Reporting, Guest Management



SaaS Software



INTERNET / WAN



CAMPUS LOCATION



REGIONAL/BRANCH



• • • • •



• • • •



No single point of failure Airtime management SLA compliance Enterprise mesh Guest access



HEALTHCARE



EDUCATION



Ethernet replacement Integrated firewall & WIPS Voice QoS Branch survivability



ENTERPRISE



MICRO OFFICE • • • •



Remote management Wireless VPN VoIP extensions Split tunnels – home : work



MANUFACTURING



RETAIL



Controller-less Approach and Advantages Controller-based WLANs were designed for an era when there was insufficient processing power in APs to distribute the intelligence as happens in other networking infrastructure. Aerohive’s controller-less approach distributes all control functions and data forwarding to smart APs while maintaining a centralized management system for monitoring and configuration – similar to how routers in the Internet function. Aerohive AP capabilities include: • Support for control functions such as dynamic RF management, layer 2/layer 3 roaming, and client load balancing • Integrated mesh technology providing the highest degree of resiliency and connectivity: a 'self-healing network'



CONTROLLER-BASED WLAN ARCHITECTURE Network Management System (NMS)



• Powerful and flexible identity-based firewall, access control and quality-of-service (QoS) policies enforced at the edge • Distributed data forwarding for scalable latency optimized performance for 802.11n throughput and beyond Aerohive architectural advantages: • No u-turns, bottlenecks or single points of failure • Flexible expansion - just add APs • Superior branch performance and survivability • Real mesh support • Increased reliability and reduced cost (no controllers) • Advanced value-added functionality



COOPERATIVE CONTROL WLAN ARCHITECTURE HiveManager NMS



WLAN Controller



Core Switch



Core Switch



Access Switch



Access Switch



HiveAPs Thin APs



“We found Aerohive’s unique cooperative control wireless LAN equipment compelling enough to select them over vendors with longer histories in the healthcare arena. Our deployment success has proven the wisdom of our decision. Aerohive’s pioneering technology and outstanding customer support have our highest recommendation.” John Gaede, Director, Information Systems, El Centro Regional Medical Center



Access Points Aerohive’s wireless LAN access points, HiveAPs, are an innovative new class of wireless infrastructure equipment with cooperative control technology that provides the benefits of a controllerbased wireless LAN solution, without requiring a controller or an overlay network. HiveAPs are organized into groups, or “Hives,” that share control information between them, and enable functions like secure and fast L2/L3 roaming, coordinated RF management, security, QoS, and



HiveAP 110



HiveAP 120



mesh networking. This sharing capability enables a next-generation wireless LAN architecture that is easy to deploy and expand, reliable, scalable, high performing, and optimal for voice over WLAN – all without a controller. Aerohive’s HiveAP portfolio includes the HiveAP 110, HiveAP 120, HiveAP 320, and HiveAP 340 802.11n access points.



HiveAP 320



HiveAP 340



HiveAP 340 ODK



Single Radio (2.4/5GHz) Indoor 802.11n (2x2)



Dual Radio Indoor 802.11n (2x2)



Dual Radio Indoor 802.11n (3x3)



Dual Radio Industrial 802.11n (3x3)



Dual Radio Outdoor 802.11n (2x2)



Antenna



Internal



Internal



Internal



External



External



Aggregate Link Rate



300Mbps



600Mbps



600Mbps



600Mbps



600Mbps



Dual Core Processor



No



No



Yes



Yes



Yes



Crypto (VPN) Accelerator



No



No



Yes



Yes



Yes



Trusted Platform Module



Yes



Yes



Yes



Yes



Yes



Ethernet



GigE



GigE



Dual GigE



Dual GigE



10/100 & GigE



Power over Ethernet



802.3af



802.3af



Smart PoE (802.3af & at)



Smart PoE (802.3af & at)



Proprietary — Lightning Arrester



Console



Virtual Access Console



Virtual Access Console



Physical & Virtual Access Console



Physical & Virtual Access Console



Physical & Virtual Access Console



“Aerohive has given us a highly resilient wireless network that's both easy to deploy and manage, with the capabilities to meet our needs far into the future. Considering all the features we sought, Aerohive was the most cost-effective solution. Choosing Aerohive was a unanimous decision.” Dwayne Hottinger, Network Administrator, Harrisonburg City Public Schools



Centralized Wireless Management Centralized configuration, monitoring and reporting of the HiveAPs is provided by a central network management system called HiveManager. HiveManager enables simple RF planning, policy creation, firmware upgrades, configuration updates, and centralized monitoring throughout the entire Aerohive deployment, whether building-wide, campus-wide, or global – all from a single console. Because HiveManager is not actively involved in passing traffic or in making forwarding decisions, it eliminates the traffic bottlenecks and complexities of controller-based solutions, particularly in distributed environments. So control is distributed, while management is centralized. The solution delivers the benefits of both autonomous APs and controller-based solutions, without the drawbacks of either approach.



Aerohive’s HiveManager NMS family includes: • HiveManager Online • HiveManager VMware virtual appliance • HiveManager appliance options Aerohive also offers a guest management product, GuestManager, that provides a simple web interface allowing administrators such as receptionists or lobby ambassadors to create temporary user accounts for guests accessing the wireless network. GuestManager is available as a stand-alone appliance or deployed with Hive Manager appliance or with VMware virtual appliance.



“Aerohive addresses one of the key issues that companies like us have with controller-based access points. We have some larger sites, but also quite a few smaller ones. Deploying an expensive controller for just one or two access points in a small satellite office is cost-prohibitive.” Martin Walker, Director of Global IT Architecture, Engineering, and Operations, Flow International Corp.



Service & Support Aerohive’s support services are designed to help you design, deploy, manage and operate an Aerohive Wireless LAN. From planning to maintenance, Aerohive will give you the support you need throughout the product lifecycle. Technical Support Aerohive’s support offerings provide you with what you need to keep your wireless network up and running. Aerohive provides several options including software upgrades and updates, 8x5 or 24x7 email and phone support, and advanced hardware replacement.



Training Aerohive’s technical training courses provide network professionals with the information and skills necessary to: • Design and optimize an Aerohive wireless LAN • Install and configure HiveAPs and HiveManager • Troubleshoot routine problems in your wireless network Warranty All Aerohive access points are bundled with a limited lifetime hardware warranty that provides replacement for access points. Aerohive’s warranty policy shows our commitment to delivering value to our customers, and should give you peace of mind to know Aerohive will help in the event of a problem.



“Aerohive treated us like a partner with a common interest. Combined with the cost, network management, and security benefits the cooperative control architecture delivers, the outstanding service and professionalism of the Aerohive team sealed the deal for us.” Gayle Crouch, Director of IT, 7-Eleven Stores



About Aerohive Aerohive Networks unleashes the potential of enterprise Wi-Fi, enabling customers to stop buying copper, move applications to the air, and maximize workforce productivity. The company's awardwinning cooperative control architecture eliminates costly controllers, saving money and providing unprecedented resiliency, up to 10X better application performance, and an opportunity to start small and expand without limitations. Aerohive was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in Santa Clara, Calif. The company's investors include Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Lightspeed Venture Partners, and Northern Light Venture Capital.



U.S. HEADQUARTERS Aerohive Networks, Inc. 3150-C Coronado Drive Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA Main: +1 408-988-9918 Fax: +1 408-492-9918 Toll Free: +1 866-918-9918 General Email: [email protected]



EMEA HEADQUARTERS Aerohive Networks Europe LTD 27 Old Gloucester Street London, UK WC1N 3AX Main: +44 1428 712093 Fax: +44 2077 856810 General Email: [email protected]
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Less is often more â€“ less diameter â€“ less length + more light + 

the epitome of economic light. In 1978, OSRAM launched the much slimmer and more economical. T8 generation of fluorescent lamps with a diameter of only 26 ...
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Hardware .fr 

MAX = made by Maxim www.maxim-ic.com .... made a "kit" that you can download from our website and which enables to "interface" your web page to.
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more power : less noise - Vance & Hines 

Open plastic cover to gain access to front O2 sensor connector. Unplug ... Remove the complete exhaust system and set aside (Assistance may be required). ... and crafted for maximum performance, a perfect fit, a great sound and unbeatable ...
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Toward more concern for specialisation and less for ... - Cesco - MNHN 

Apr 9, 2010 - be higher in organic than in conventional fields, but only in homog- .... Effects of organic and soil conservation ... Ecology Letters 9, 1237â€“1244.
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Schohn (2000) Less is more. Active learning with support ... - CiteSeerX 

Abstract. We describe a simple active learning heuristic which greatly enhances the generalization behav- ior of support vector machines (SVMs) on sev-.
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less fuss, increased productivity the bottom line expect more 

Print Margin. Within 0.20â€� (5 mm of each edge, except for cut sheet) with Expanded margins ON. Language options. English, French, German, Spanish, Italian,.
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Less rain, more water in ponds - laurent kergoat homepage 

Jul 21, 2009 - in which they appear on a classical Red-Green-Blue false colour composite ..... some people ended in harvesting and selling wood to buy millet.
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Less or More Black and White? - Digital Commons @ Cal Poly 

convies a constituer dans la salle l'audience necessaire a tout ceremonial, ..... which directly follows Vertu's "A ses grands pieds, poussiere blanche I Mets des.
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more power : less noise - Harley-Davidson Sportster XR1200x by Edo 

MORE POWER : LESS NOISE. Congratulations, you have purchased the finest exhaust .... DESCRIPTION. QTY. 7-50098. Muffler Assy./Baffle Assy., Upper. 1.
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Less is more. Active learning with support vector machines 

Equation 3 is usually optimized by introducing Lagrange multipliers â€ I and recasting ... support vectors involves a form of quadratic programming and, as such, is ...
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Hardware 

for SIUDI 1bis and SIUDI 2, don't forget to remove the CMS chip if you want to ... As with any other DMX controller, keep aside an independent backup system, ... In this manual, you will find informations and hints about the several possible.
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Hardware 

O padrÃ£o USB define um novo tipo de comunicaÃ§Ã£o serial bem como um novo tipo de conector. ... atÃ© 10 interfaces USB simultaneamente, ou seja, 5.120 canais ao mesmo .... the DMX controller may be very useful in case of a computer crash.
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Four ways to get more value from digital marketing.pdf 

Mar 1, 2010 - Moving from a one-way, company-driven sales mentality to a .... found, for instance, that few marketing or sales executives can name three key.
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1. Kit Contents 2. Hardware Setup .fr 

C8051F35x Development Kit User's Guide (this document). 2. ... a program and download the program to the target in preparation for debugging. (The IDE will ...
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1. Kit Contents 2. Hardware Setup .fr 

The target board is connected to a PC running the Silicon Laboratories IDE via the .... Note: To enable automatic downloading if the program build is successful ..... B-12. P0.1. C-12. P0.0. A-13. P7.7. B-13. P7.6. C-13. P7.5. A-14. P7.4. B-14.
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1. Kit Contents 2. Hardware Setup .fr 

The C8051F32x Development Kit contains the following items: .... the watchdog timer (WDT), configuring the Port I/O crossbar, configuring a timer for an interrupt.
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1. Kit Contents 2. Hardware Setup .fr 

The target board is connected to a PC running the Silicon Laboratories IDE via the .... Note: To enable automatic downloading if the program build is successful .... B-12. P0.1. C-12. P0.0. A-13. P7.7. B-13. P7.6. C-13. P7.5. A-14. P7.4. B-14.
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Evolvable Hardware 

(Simulation, Embryology, GP). â€¢De-Garis - CAM .... Application-specific blocks .... and PLL http://www.cypress.com/cfuploads/img/products/CY8C26443-24PI.pdf ...
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wifi module - UserManual.wiki 

Distance Range between Router and A01-A60 Bulb: 115 feet (near line of sight) ... turned on and has been connected to the wireless router with a proper.
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OW-SERVER-WiFi 

... button within the task bar to the left of the OW-SERVER-WiFi's webpage. You will be prompted for the default login credentials below: a. User Name = admin b.
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wifi module - UserManual.wiki 

Check if the powercord to the bulb has been disconnected or if the power .... This radio transmitter (identify the device by certification number, or model number.
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93973_Celestron SkyPortal WiFi Accessory_Manual_5LANG 

2835 Columbia Street • Torrance, CA 90503 USA. Designed and intended for .... Wenn Sie während der Verbindung mit Ihrem Teleskop den Internetzugang auf.
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Acrylic WiFi HeatMaps v2.0 

1 juin 2015 - SÃ©lection de l'interface pour la surveillance Wi-Fi . ..... Acrylic WiFi Heatmaps permet la sÃ©lection de l'interface Wi-Fi, parmi celles qui existent ...
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A-Hardware 

Convert. Produces a specific. 8kB binary file. Convert the sequences: fill_eeprom.exe. Each text file ... adresse_fin_lo: byte; adresse_debut, adresse_fin: word;.
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